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The partial wave scattering and interior amplitudes for the interaction of an electromagnetic plane wave with
a modified Luneburg lens are derived in terms of the exterior and interior radial functions of the scalar radia-
tion potentials evaluated at the lens surface. A Debye series decomposition of these amplitudes is also per-
formed and discussed. The effective potential inside the lens for the transverse electric polarization is quali-
tatively examined, and the approximate lens size parameters of morphology-dependent resonances are
determined. Finally, the physical optics model is used to calculate wave scattering in the vicinity of the ray
theory orbiting condition in order to demonstrate the smoothing of ray theory discontinuities by the diffraction
of scattered waves. © 2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 050.1960, 080.2710, 290.4020.
1. INTRODUCTION
This is the second in a series of papers whose purpose is
to examine electromagnetic scattering by a modified
Luneburg lens as a prototype example for understanding
the scattering phenomena of a radially inhomogeneous
sphere and to compare and contrast them to the way in
which they occur for scattering by a homogeneous sphere.
The first paper [1] considered ray theory transmission
through a sphere of radius a whose dielectric constant
N2r varies parabolically in r in such a way that the focal
point of all the transmitted rays is fa. Such a sphere is
called a modified Luneburg lens. A discontinuity was
found as a function of f in the trajectory of the ray with
grazing incidence on the sphere. For f1, the grazing in-
cidence ray was scattered through =180°, for f=1 it was
scattered through =90°, and for f1 it was scattered
through =0°. Similarly, there was a discontinuity in the
scattered intensity of the grazing incident ray. For f1
the intensity diverged as f→1 due to the transmission
rainbow approaching =90°. But for f=1, the intensity at
=90° vanished. Both of these discontinuities signal a
nonuniform convergence of ray theory in the vicinity of
the grazing incidence ray.
In this paper the ray theory discontinuities are
smoothed by diffractive effects when scattering by light
waves is considered. In Section 2, an incident plane wave
is decomposed into partial waves. The scattering of each
partial wave by a sphere having an arbitrary radially in-
homogeneous refractive index profile is determined in
terms of the solutions of the second-order differential
equation for the radial functions of the transverse electric
(TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) scalar radiation po-
tentials. For TE scattering by a modified Luneburg lens,
the radial functions are related to Whittaker functions
[2,3]. In order to obtain an intuitive understanding of a
number of the resulting scattering phenomena, in Section
3 the differential equation for the TE partial wave radial
function is qualitatively analyzed using the effective po-
tential approach borrowed from quantum mechanics [4].
It is found that for f=1, scattering of the grazing inci-
dence ray corresponds to the semiclassical phenomenon of
orbiting [5,6]. For f1, the effective potential has a wide,
shallow well inside the modified Luneburg lens that can
support a series of morphology-dependent resonances
(MDRs). The approximate size parameter of the reso-
nances is derived as a function of partial wave number
and radial mode number. In Section 4, the physical optics
model for scattering of the grazing incident ray is devel-
oped for f=1, and the smoothing of the ray theory discon-
tinuities at the orbiting condition by wave diffraction is
demonstrated and physically interpreted. Finally, Appen-
dix A gives the details of orbiting for classical scattering
of a particle by a force center. Appendix B derives the De-
bye series expansion of the partial wave scattering and
interior amplitudes for a sphere with an arbitrary radi-
ally inhomogeneous refractive index profile. This Debye
series has a slightly different physical interpretation than
it does for a homogeneous sphere, which is commented on
in Appendix B as well. The results obtained here and in
[1] are numerically tested in [7] where a modified Luneb-
urg lens is approximated by a finely stratified multilayer
sphere. In [7] also, a new algorithm for computing scat-
tering by a multilayer sphere based on an analogy to the
successive doubling strategy of the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm is developed and implemented.
2. FORMAL SOLUTION TO THE WAVE
SCATTERING PROBLEM
A. Radial Wave Equations
In analogy to the procedure followed in Mie theory for
scattering of a plane wave by a homogeneous sphere, the
TE and TM fields inside a sphere having the arbitrary re-
fractive index profile Nr are obtained by taking various
vector derivatives of the scalar radiation potentials. For
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the TE polarization, a partial wave scalar radiation po-
tential inside the sphere is of the form
n,mkr,, = Fnkr/krPn
mcosexpim, 1
where  is the wavelength of the incident electromagnetic
wave in vacuum, the wavenumber is k=2 /, the partial
wavenumber is n, the azimuthal mode number is m, and
Pn
m are associated Legendre polynomials. Equation (1)
satisfies the wave equation
2n,m +N
2rk2n,mkr = 0, 2
which reduces to [8–11]
d2Fn/dkr2 + N2r − nn + 1/kr2Fnkr = 0 3
for the partial wave radial function Fnkr. If the refrac-
tive index N is constant, Fnkr is a linear combination of
Riccati–Bessel functions nNkr=NkrjnNkr and
Riccati–Neumann functions nNkr=NkrnnNkr, where
jn and nn are spherical Bessel functions and spherical
Neumann functions, respectively. The partial wave TE
electric and magnetic fields associated with this radiation
potential are
En,m
TEr,, = − r	 n,m, 4a
Bn,m
TEr,, = i/
  	 r	 n,m, 4b
where the speed of light in vacuum is c and 
=ck.
For the TM polarization, a partial wave scalar radia-
tion potential is of the form
n,mkr,, =Nrn,mkr,,
= Gnkr/krPn
mcos expim 5
and satisfies the wave equation
2n,m − 2dN/dr/Nn,m/r
− 2dN/dr/Nrn,m +N2rk2n,m = 0. 6
It reduces to [8–11]
d2Gn/dkr2 − 2dN/drdGn/dkr/Nk
+ N2r − nn + 1/kr2Gnkr = 0 7
for the partial wave radial function Gnkr. If the refrac-
tive index N is constant, Gnkr is again a linear combi-
nation of nNkr and nNkr. The partial wave TM elec-
tric and magnetic fields associated with this radiation
potential are
En,m
TMr,, = ic/N2
  	 r	 n,m, 8a
Bn,m
TMr,, = 1/cr	 n,m. 8b
The structure of the differential equation for the TE ra-
dial function Fn of Eq. (3) is exactly as it was for a homo-
geneous sphere, except that now the refractive index is a
function of r. The differential equation for the TM radial
function Gn of Eq. (7) contains a first derivative term pro-
portional to dN /dr, which greatly complicates its analyti-
cal solution.
B. Boundary Condition Matching
Consider a plane wave with electric field strength E0,
traveling in the positive z direction in the external me-
dium and polarized in the x direction. It is incident on a
radially inhomogeneous sphere of radius a and arbitrary
refractive index profile Nr whose center is at the origin
of coordinates. The complete scalar radiation potential 
of the TE and TM components of the plane wave contains
only the m= ±1 azimuthal modes and is
inckr,, =
n=1

in2n + 1/nn
+ 1nkrPn
1cos , 9
where
 = cos for TM,
=sin for TE. 10
Similarly, the complete scalar radiation potential of the
scattered wave in the exterior medium is
scatkr,, = −
n=1

in2n + 1/nn + 1
	n
1krPn
1cos n, 11
where n
1kr=krhn
1kr are radially outgoing Riccati–
Hankel functions,
n = an cos for TM,
=bn sin for TE, 12
and an and bn are the partial wave scattering amplitudes.
The complete interior scalar radiation potential is
intkr,, =
n=1

in2n + 1/nn + 1nkr,Pn
1cos ,
13
where
nkr, =Gnkrcn cos for TM,
=Fnkrdn sin for TE, 14
where Gnkr and Fnkr are the solutions of Eqs. (3) and
(7), respectively, that vanish at the origin and cn and dn
are the partial wave interior amplitudes. Then continuity
of Drad, Etan, and Btan at r=a gives [8–11]
an = Gnkanka −N
2aGnkanka/Gnka
	n
1ka −N2aGnkan
1ka, 15a
bn = Fnkanka − Fnkanka/Fnkan
1ka
− Fnkan
1ka, 15b
cn = − iN
2a/Gnkan
1ka −N2aGnkan
1ka,
15c
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dn = − i/Fnkan
1ka − Fnkan
1ka. 15d
In Eqs. (15a)–(15d) the prime symbol indicates a deriva-
tive with respect to kr, and Na is evaluated inside the
sphere as r→a. These partial wave scattering and inte-
rior amplitudes are then substituted into Eqs. (11) and
(13), from which the scattered and interior fields can be
determined. This constitutes the formal solution to the
electromagnetic boundary value problem of a plane wave
scattered by a radially inhomogeneous sphere. The solu-
tion is formal in the sense that the radial functions Fn
and Gn still need to be determined for a given refractive
index profile, and the infinite series of partial waves
needs to be summed in order to identify and understand
various features of the scattered intensity.
C. Wave Scattering by a Modified Luneburg Lens
A modified Luneburg lens has the refractive index profile
[1]
Nr = 1 + f2 − r/a21/2/f. 16
Equation (3) for the TE scalar radiation potential Fnkr
then becomes
d2Fn/dkr2 + − nn + 1/kr2 + f2 + 1/f2 − kr2/fka2Fn
= 0, 17
whose solution, after a change of variables, is the Whit-
taker function [2,3]
Fnkr = kr2/fkan+1/2 exp− kr2/2fka	M2n + 3/4
− f2 + 1ka/4f, 2n + 3/2; kr2/fka, 18
where Ma ,c ;w is a confluent hypergeometric function.
In the context of quantum mechanics, Eqs. (17) and (18)
are identical to the radial Schrodinger equation for the
three-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential in spheri-
cal coordinates and its solution, with the replacement
f2+1ka /4f→ E /2m /k1/2. For the TM polarization,
Eq. (7) for the scalar radiation potential Gnkr becomes
d2Gn/dkr2 + 2kr/fka2f2 + 1/f2
− kr/fka2−1dGn/dkr + − nn + 1/kr2 + f2 + 1/f2
− kr2/fka2Gn = 0. 19
The analytical solution of this equation [12] is consider-
ably more complicated than that of Eq. (17).
3. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL APPROACH FOR
TE SCATTERING
A. General Considerations
Since the radial functions Fnkr and Gnkr of Eqs. (17)
and (19) for a modified Luneburg lens are both compli-
cated and relatively unfamiliar, two procedures may be
used to gain intuition concerning the behavior of these
functions: (i) analyzing the sphere’s effective potential
well and (ii) approximating the radially inhomogeneous
refractive index profile by a finely stratified multilayer
sphere and then numerically solving the multilayer
sphere scattering problem. In this section the effective po-
tential approach is discussed for TE scattering. The finely
stratified sphere model is implemented and discussed in
[7].
The differential equation of Eq. (17) for Fnkr for the
modified Luneburg lens can be rewritten as
− d2Fn/dkr2 +UeffkrFnkr = Fnkr, 20
where the effective potential is
Ueffkr = nn + 1/kr2 + − 1 + kr2/ka2/f2 for r a,
=nn + 1/kr2 for r a. 21
Equations (20) and (21) are analogous to a one-
dimensional quantum mechanical Schrodinger equation
[4] with wave function Fnkr, with unit energy, and with
the potential well Ueffkr. The effective potential for
ra is the sum of the centrifugal potential proportional
to 1/r2 and a harmonic oscillator potential proportional to
r2. Only the centrifugal potential occurs outside the
sphere, and Ueff is continuous at r=a. As the partial wave
number n increases for constant ka, the effective energy
remains constant and the centrifugal barrier becomes
higher. The radial interval for which Ueff1 corresponds
to a classically allowed region where Fnkr is oscillatory,
and the radial interval for which Ueff1 corresponds to a
classically forbidden region where Fnkr is damped. The
second derivative of Fnkr vanishes at the boundary be-
tween these two regions and is called a classical turning
point. For the remainder of this section, the partial wave
number n is parameterized by X, where
X nn + 1/ka2. 22
The effective potential approach cannot be applied to the
TM partial wave radial function because of the presence
of the first derivative term in Eq. (19).
B. Modified Luneburg Lens with f1
The shape of Ueffkr for the TE polarization is shown for
a number of values of the partial wave X for f1 in Fig.
1(a), for f=1 in Fig. 1(b), and for f1 in Fig. 1(c). For
f1 and low partial waves corresponding to X1, the
classically allowed region inside the modified Luneburg
lens is
f2 + 1 − f2 + 12 − 4f2X1/2/2 kr/ka2 1. 23
A partial wave with nka is incident on the lens surface
and penetrates into it until the centrifugal barrier’s in-
creasing strength converts the wave from oscillatory to
evanescent, after which it tunnels to the origin. As the
partial wave penetrates into the lens for some distance,
its oscillatory shape is distorted and its phase is shifted
by the refractive index variation, and it thus contributes
to the scattered intensity. The localization principle of van
de Hulst associates a partial wave with the impact pa-
rameter of an incident ray, sin, and is written as
X	 sin2 24
in the notation of Eq. (22) and [1]. Substituting Eq. (24)
into the left side of Eq. (23), the classical turning point of
the partial wave radial function inside the lens is found to
be identical to the distance of closest approach of the cor-
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responding ray to the origin obtained in Eq. 24 of Ref. [1],
further reinforcing the correspondence between the radial
propagation of partial waves and the curved trajectories
of rays.
When the partial wave number increases to X=1, the
classically allowed region ends at r=a, the slope of Ueff in-
side the sphere is negative as r→a, and the partial wave
radial function is evanescent for the entire lens interior.
This is shown in Fig. 1(a). This higher partial wave can-
not effectively probe the details of the lens interior, and
thus its contribution to the scattered intensity is small.
When the partial wave number further increases to X
1, the contribution to the scattered field rapidly de-
creases as the centrifugal barrier becomes increasingly
high and the damping rate of the evanescent wave inside
the sphere becomes progressively faster.
C. Classical Orbiting in a Luneburg Lens with f=1
When f=1, the effective potential is
Ueffkr = Xka/kr2 + kr/ka2 − 1 for r a,
=Xka/kr2 for r a. 25
For low partial waves with X1, the classically allowed
region of the lens interior is again given by Eq. (23), and
for high partial waves with X1 the interior is a classi-
cally forbidden region that produces minimal scattering.
For the partial wave corresponding to X=1, the classical
turning point is at r=a, and the first derivative of Ueff
vanishes inside the sphere as r→a. This is shown in Fig.
1(b). However, the derivative does not vanish outside the
sphere as r→a, since only the monotonically decreasing
centrifugal potential contributes to Ueff there. As is de-
scribed in Appendix A, the phenomenon of orbiting [5,6]
in classical scattering occurs for a particle in an attractive
potential when the first derivative of Ueff vanishes at the
classical turning point, e.g., when Ueff is locally quadratic
and the turning point occurs at the relative maximum of
Ueff. When this condition is met, a classical particle ap-
proaching the force center will not be scattered by it but
will be captured by the force center and orbit it forever. It
should be noted that the particular geometry of a Luneb-
urg lens permits the orbiting condition to be met at the
relative minimum of the parabolic potential, as in Fig.
1(b), instead of the relative maximum. Although the
Luneburg lens effective potential for X=1 does not pre-
cisely correspond to the condition for classical orbiting,
since the first derivative of Ueff at the classical turning
point vanishes only as r increases toward a, it is about as
close to it as a relatively simple optical scattering geom-
etry can come. If a classical particle is incident on the
force center with slightly different initial conditions, it
will be temporarily captured by the force center, orbit it
for a number of cycles, and then eventually escape. The
optical analog of temporary capture is closely approxi-
mated by an MDR [13].
As was seen in [1], the geometrical ray corresponding to
the X=1 partial wave strikes the lens surface with graz-
ing incidence and travels in a circular arc on the surface
for a quarter cycle before breaking free and scattering at
90°. But intuitively, once the initially grazing ray is tra-
versing the lens surface, there appears to be no special
physical constraint that would limit the ray to orbit for
only a quarter cycle. It could equally well traverse the
lens surface for any number of orbits, thus being the op-
tical analog of an orbiting particle in classical scattering
Fig. 1. Effective radial potential of Eq. (21) as a function of r /a
for ka=50.5, partial waves n=45, 50, and 55, and (a) f=1.2, (b)
f=1.0, and (c) f=0.8. The effective energy of the size parameter
ka=50.5 is the horizontal line Ueff=2550. For f=0.8, an internal
well potential is formed by partial waves with n slightly larger
than 50. For f=1, the partial wave n=50 is at the condition for
orbiting.
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[14]. In Section 4 this phenomenon is analyzed more
quantitatively using the physical optics model.
D. Morphology-Dependent Resonances of a Modified
Luneburg Lens with f1
For f1 and low partial waves with X1, the classically
allowed region inside the modified Luneburg lens is again
given by Eq. (23). For X=1, the slope of Ueff inside the
sphere is positive as r→a, signaling the presence of a
relative minimum of Ueff for ra. This is apparent in Fig.
1(c). For partial waves X1 with
1 X f2 + 1/2f2 26
corresponding to geometrical rays that just miss striking
the lens surface, a classically allowed well region is
formed inside the lens that extends from
f2 + 1 − f2 + 12 − 4f2X1/2/2
 kr/ka2 f2 + 1 + f2 + 12 − 4f2X1/2/2.
27
In order to get to this interior well region, the partial
wave must tunnel through the centrifugal barrier, which
extends from
f2 + 1 + f2 + 12 − 4f2X1/2/2 kr/ka2 X. 28
Equation (26) defines the so-called edge region for scatter-
ing by a modified Luneburg lens with f1, and MDRs
should occur when partial waves in this interval are reso-
nantly captured by the interior well. Using Eq. (15b), this
occurs when
Fnka/Fnka = nka/nka. 29
A simple approximation for the values of the resonant
size parameter for a given partial wave in the edge region
can be derived as follows. When Ueff is Taylor series ex-
panded about its relative minimum, the resulting well
Ueffkr 	 2X1/2/f − 1/f2 + 4kr − kaf1/2X1/42/kaf2
30
is locally parabolic. The first term in Eq. (30) is a constant
baseline, and the second term is a harmonic oscillator po-
tential centered on the position r=af1/2X1/4. When the
partial wave is at the high end of the edge region, X is
slightly less than f2+1 /2f2 in Eq. (26), the well is very
shallow, and its center is approximately halfway between
the two classical turning points of Eq. (27). When the par-
tial wave is at the low end of the edge region, X is slightly
greater than 1 in Eq. (26), and the well becomes substan-
tially wider and somewhat deeper. If this interior well be-
comes deep enough, it can support one or more harmonic
oscillator bound states that damp to zero as r→ if Eq.
(30) were valid all the way out to infinity. Instead, these
states slowly decay as they leak through the centrifugal
barrier of Eq. (28) to the classically allowed region outside
the lens. These metastable states are the MDRs. Substi-
tuting Eq. (30) into Eq. (20), the resulting differential
equation is identical to a one-dimensional Schrodinger
equation with a harmonic oscillator potential. If X takes
on the special values
X1/2 = f2 + 1/2f − 2S + 1/ka, 31
where S=0,1,2,3. . ., analogous to the energy eigenvalues
of the Schrodinger equation, the differential equation has
a bound state solution. Using the approximation
nn + 1 	 n + 1/22 32
for large partial waves, Eq. (31) becomes
n + 1/2 = f2 + 1ka/2f − 2S + 1 33
or
ka = n + 2S + 3/22f/f2 + 1. 34
Interestingly, Eq. (34) is also the condition for which the
exact confluent hypergeometric radial function [15] in Eq.
(18) becomes a polynomial of degree S, again giving a
bound state solution to Eq. (17) that damps to zero as r
→. Apparently, the two approximations of Eqs. (30) and
(32) cancel each other. Considering only the condition for
the existence of a bound state in the locally parabolic well
and neglecting small corrections to ka due to the need for
matching boundary conditions at both ends of the cen-
trifugal barrier, Eq. (34) is the approximate size param-
eter for the formation of a TE-polarized MDR in the par-
tial wave n of radial order S. In [7] this prediction is
numerically tested, and the TM resonant size parameters
are obtained.
By way of comparison, for scattering by a homogeneous
sphere with n slightly larger than ka, the radial effective
potential consists of a centrifugal barrier outside the par-
ticle and an approximately linearly decreasing well, i.e.,
an Airy well, just inside the particle surface that also sup-
ports TE and TM resonances. The size parameter of the
homogeneous sphere resonances is given to first order by
[16–18]
ka	 n + 1/2/N + n + 1/21/3wS/21/3N − P/N2 − 11/2
+ . . . , 35
where
P = 1 for TE,
=1/N2 for TM, 36
where Ai−wS=0 and S=1,2,3. . .. The modified Luneb-
urg lens MDRs are expected to have somewhat of a differ-
ent behavior than the homogeneous sphere MDRs. The lo-
cally parabolic effective potential of Eqs. (21) and (30) is
relatively wide and shallow and thus supports a bound
state quite close to the bottom of the well, whereas the en-
ergy of the first bound state in an Airy well lies higher
above the bottom of the well. As a result, the modified
Luneburg lens MDRs for a given partial wavenumber
should occur at a lower value of X than do the MDRs of a
homogeneous sphere. Also, since the deepest part of the
well for a modified Luneburg lens lies further inside the
sphere than does the deepest part of the Airy well, the
Luneburg lens MDRs should also lie deeper inside the
sphere, whereas the homogeneous sphere MDRs lie just
beneath the sphere surface. These issues are treated
more quantitatively and fully in [7].
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4. PHYSICAL OPTICS MODEL OF
SCATTERING OF THE ORBITING RAY BY A
LUNEBURG LENS WITH f=1
In ray theory the amplitude for scattering by a Luneburg
lens with f=1 is proportional to cos 1/2 for 0 /2
and vanishes for larger angles. The slope of this ampli-
tude has an infinite discontinuity at = /2 and is known
as a weak caustic [19]. This divergence is softened in
wave theory, as is shown here using the physical optics
model. Consider a plane wave incident on a spherical
scatterer. The spatial density of trays associated with the
plane wave is E0
2, and the wavefront at the entrance
plane tangent to the sphere surface is flat. For scattering
at what is called a generic angle , the scattered wave-
front in the exit plane tangent to the sphere surface cen-
tered on the ray exiting in the  direction is approxi-
mately parabolic in both the horizontal and vertical
directions, having the radii of curvature Rh and Rv, re-
spectively. As one follows the incident flux tube through
the sphere, the density of outgoing rays in the horizontal
and vertical directions in the exit plane is taken to be
AhE0 and AvE0, respectively. Let the exit plane’s horizon-
tal direction be x and its vertical direction be y. Let b be
the impact parameter of the incident ray that is transmit-
ted through the Luneburg lens and exits at the angle .
Then for f=1, rays with incident impact parameters b
b are scattered through smaller angles and cross the
exit plane at x0. Incident rays with impact parameters
bb are scattered through larger angles and cross the
exit plane at x0.
In the physical optics model [20], the far-zone scattered
electric field at the scattering angle  is obtained by
Fraunhofer diffracting the electric field in the scatterer’s
exit plane
E = − ikE0 expikr/2rAhAv expi
	

−

dx expikx2/2Rh

−

dy expiky2/2Rv
= E0 expikr/rAhAvRhRv1/2 expi, 37
where  is the phase of the wavefront at the center of
the exit plane. For ray transmission through a Luneburg
lens with f=1 and assuming 100% transmission through
the lens for both the TE and TM polarizations, a ray trac-
ing analysis gives, after much algebra,
Rv =Rh = a1 − cos, 38a
Ah = cos /1 − cos1/2, 38b
Av = 1/1 − cos1/2, 38c
 = ka/2 − cos − . 38d
As a check of Eqs. (38a)–(38d), the radii of curvature of
the phase fronts at the exit plane are equal to the dis-
tance along the ray exiting in the  direction from the
point focus on the back of the Luneburg lens, since the fo-
cal point is the source of the phase fronts. Further, when
Eqs. (38a)–(38c) are substituted into Eq. (37), the result
agrees with the ray theory scattered field of Eq. 18 of [1].
Finally, Eq. (38d) was derived in [1].
This analysis encounters difficulties at the nongeneric
angle = /2 for two reasons. First, the density of outgo-
ing rays in the horizontal direction goes to zero there. Sec-
ond, ray theory predicts that no rays are scattered for 
 /2, so there are no transmitted rays to integrate over
for the −x0 portion of the exit plane corresponding
to
 = /2 + , 39
with 0. Ray scattering occurs only for  /2, i.e., for
0, and these transmitted rays cross the exit plane for
0x. Both difficulties are remedied by the same pre-
scription. The ray density factor Ah is slowly varying at
angles far from  /2 and rapidly decreases only as 
→ /2 due to its infinite slope at = /2. As a result, one
can approximate Ah by some constant average value Ah
ave
for 0 /2 corresponding to rays that cross the exit
plane for 0x, and by zero for  /2 corre-
sponding to the absence of transmitted rays crossing the
exit plane for −x0. One then obtains
E/2 +  = − ikE0 expikr/2rAh
aveAv expi/2
	

−

dx expikx2/2Rhexpikx
	

−

dy expiky2/2Rv
= 1/21/2rE0aAh
ave expikr + i/2 − i/4
	 exp− ika2/2F − Fka/1/2 ,
40
where Fw is the Fresnel integral
Fw =

0
W
dv expiv2/2. 41
In the ray theory illuminated region,  is negative and
the Fresnel straight-edge pattern F−Fka /1/2 is
oscillatory. In the ray theory shadowed region,  is posi-
tive and F−Fka /1/2 monotonically decreases.
This smoothing of the transition from the illuminated re-
gion to the shadowed region in the vicinity of = /2 is
shown in Fig. 5 of [11] for ka=60.0, and in Fig. 2 here for
ka=350.0.
These results have a pleasing physical interpretation.
In ray theory the orbiting ray travels in a circular arc on
the surface of the lens and exits only at = /2. In the
physical optics model the orbiting ray travels along the
surface of the lens forever, continually shedding radiation
tangentially. The radiation it sheds for  /2 interferes
with the light transmitted through the sphere by incident
rays with smaller impact parameters, producing an inter-
ference pattern. For  /2, the shed radiation is the only
contribution to the scattered light. As the amplitude of
the orbiting ray decreases, the amount of radiation it
sheds farther on in its trajectory decreases as well. This
behavior is qualitatively similar to that of the radiation
shed by electromagnetic surface waves into the shadowed
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region at a Fock transition [21]. This analogy is only
qualitative, however, since the angular dependence of the
electromagnetic surface wave radiation damps exponen-
tially in , whereas deep in the classically shadowed re-
gion here the falloff of Eq. (40) is proportional to 1/. In
Fig. 2, the falloff of the intensity in the shadowed region
was found to be better fit by a straight line using a log–log
graph rather than a semilog graph, indicating a power
law behavior. In addition, if one considers f=1 scattering
as the limit of f1 scattering, the f1 rainbow angle ap-
proaches = /2 and the rainbow electric field shifts from
an Airy integral to the derivative of an Airy integral [1],
thus suppressing the main rainbow peak. The supernu-
merary interference pattern of the f1 rainbow, which
occurs at smaller scattering angles than the main rain-
bow peak, evolves into the ripple pattern of the Fresnel
straight-edge field of Eq. (40). The complex ray of the
f1 rainbow, which occurs at angles larger than the main
rainbow peak, evolves into the smooth falloff of the radia-
tion shed by the orbiting ray in the classically shadowed
region. All these features are qualitatively evident in Fig.
2. The physical optics model of Eq. (40), however, provides
only an approximation to the scattered field in the tran-
sition region. For ka=350, the main peak of the Fresnel
straight-edge pattern should occur at =86.6° according
to Eq. (40). But in Fig. 2 it actually occurs at =68.8°.
Similarly, the periodicity of the first number of oscilla-
tions observed in Fig. 2 for 68.8° is a factor of 1.48
greater than the periodicity predicted from Eq. (40). As
the sphere size parameter further increases toward the
geometrical optics limit, these differences should slowly
decrease.
Finally, in Fig. 2 the diffraction structure is evident for
10°, and the radiation shed by waves orbiting in all
planes of incidence constructively interferes to form a
broad glory enhancement in the transmitted intensity at
	. The fine oscillatory structure for 100° is due to
interference of orbiting radiation shed by the ray with
grazing incidence at the top of the sphere and the coun-
terpropagating orbiting radiation shed by the ray with
grazing incidence at the bottom of the sphere. All the ef-
fects qualitatively described here are treated quantita-
tively in [7] using a finely stratified multilayer sphere to
model the modified Luneburg lens.
APPENDIX A: ORBITING IN CLASSICAL
SCATTERING
In the context of classical mechanics, consider a spheri-
cally symmetric attractive potential Vr surrounding a
force center located at the origin of coordinates. A particle
of mass m is incident on the potential from infinity. It has
the impact parameter b with respect to the force center,
energy E=mv2 /2, and angular momentum L=mvb,
where v is the magnitude of the particle’s velocity at
infinity. The particle is deflected through an angle  by
the potential. The particle moves in the effective radial
potential
Ueffr = L2/2mr2 + Vr, A1
where the first term is the centrifugal potential and the
second term is the attractive potential surrounding the
force center. During the deflection of the particle, its dis-
tance of closest approach to the origin r0 occurs when the
radial kinetic energy vanishes and
E =Ueffr0. A2
The deflection angle of the particle is [22]
 =  − 2

r0

Ldr/r2/2mE −Ueffr1/2. A3
For the generic situation where the particle arrives at r0
and a positive radial force acts on it attempting to push it
back out, one has
dUeff/drr0 0. A4
The integral in Eq. (A3) is convergent, the deflection
angle is finite, and the particle spends a finite amount of
time in the vicinity of the force center. For the nongeneric
situation where the particle gets to r0 and there is no ra-
dial force acting on it to push it back out, one has
dUeff/drr0 = 0. A5
The deflection angle of Eq. (A3) diverges logarithmically
at the lower limit of integration [5,6]. The particle is cap-
tured by the force center in an orbit that slowly decays to-
ward r=r0, and it spends an infinite amount of time in the
vicinity of the force center. Equation (A5) is the orbiting
condition, and it corresponds to a particle whose energy is
such that Ueff is locally quadratic in the vicinity of r0 and
has a relative maximum there. Finally, if the potential is
more slowly varying in the vicinity of r0 so that
dUeff/drr0 = d
2Ueff/dr
2r0 = 0, A6
the divergence of the deflection angle at the lower limit of
integration in Eq. (A3) is stronger and the decay of the or-
bit toward r=r0 is slower. Equation (A6) corresponds to a
particle whose energy is such that the effective potential
Fig. 2. TE scattered intensity as a function of the scattering
angle  for f=1.0, a=28.40 m, =0.51 m, and ka=350.0 com-
puted by the method described in [7]. For 30°100°, the in-
tensity resembles that of a Fresnel straight-edge pattern corre-
sponding to Eq. (40).
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is locally cubic in the vicinity of r0 and has its inflection
point there.
APPENDIX B. DEBYE SERIES FOR A
SCATTERING BY A RADIALLY
INHOMOGENEOUS SPHERE
In this appendix the Debye series for scattering by a ra-
dially inhomogeneous sphere of radius a with the arbi-
trary refractive index profile Nr in an external medium
with refractive index N=1 is derived and compared with
two different Debye series decompositions for a
multilayer sphere approximating Nr. The interaction of
each incident partial wave with the radially inhomoge-
neous sphere is seen here to be decomposed into a sum of
diffraction, external reflection from the sphere surface,
and transmission through the sphere surface following p
−1 internal reflections from the surface with p=1,2,3. . ..
This decomposition for a radially inhomogeneous sphere
merits a number of comments. Whenever a wave is inci-
dent on an interface between two media with different re-
fractive indices, part of the wave is transmitted through
the interface and part is reflected by it. Thus as an inci-
dent wave penetrates into a radially inhomogeneous
sphere, it continually sheds new reflected waves at every
point along its trajectory. A portion of these reflected
waves are in turn reflected over and over again as they
encounter further refractive index changes while propa-
gating through the sphere. The entire multiple-scattering
infinite series of all the transmissions and reflections a
partial wave can make before finally exiting the sphere
results in the radial functions Fnkr and Gnkr of Eqs.
(3) and (7) for the TE and TM polarizations. For scatter-
ing by a finely stratified multilayer sphere that approxi-
mates the refractive index profile Nr, the individual
terms of the multiple-scattering series described above
were enumerated and studied in [23–25]. In the Debye se-
ries decomposition for an inhomogeneous sphere pre-
sented in this appendix, all the multiple-scattering inter-
actions a partial wave makes within the sphere are
summed implicitly, while only reflections and transmis-
sions at the surface of the radially inhomogeneous sphere
are counted explicitly. The derivation proceeds as follows.
Consider the partial wave radial functions for the TE
polarization. Since Eq. (3) is a second-order differential
equation, it has two linearly independent solutions. If
Nr is finite both at the origin and at infinity, the well-
behaved solution at the origin is called Fnkr and has the
asymptotic behavior
lim
kr→0
Fnkr  krn+1,
lim
kr→
Fnkr  cosNkr − n, B1
where n is a suitably chosen phase factor. The other lin-
early independent solution Unkr is singular at the origin
and has the asymptotic behavior
lim
kr→0
Unkr  kr−n,
lim
kr→
Unkr  sinNkr − n. B2
These functions are radial standing waves. Let
Xn
1/2kr = Fnkr ± iUnkr B3
be the radially outgoing (1) and incoming (2) waves
formed from these standing waves. Similarly, let the lin-
early independent solutions of the second-order differen-
tial equation of Eq. (7) for the TM polarization that are
well behaved and singular at the origin be Gnkr and
Vnkr, where
lim
kr→0
Gnkr  krn+1,
lim
kr→
Gnkr  cosNkr − n, B4
lim
kr→0
Vnkr  kr−n,
lim
kr→
Vnkr  sinNkr − n, B5
and where we have additionally assumed that dN /dr0
=0. Again let
Zn
1,2kr =Gnkr ± iVnkr B6
be the radially outgoing (1) and incoming (2) traveling
waves formed from these standing waves. For scattering
by a homogeneous sphere of refractive index N, the func-
tions Fn and Gn, Un and Vn, and Xn
1,2 and Zn
1,2 become
Riccati–Bessel, Riccati–Neumann, and Riccati–Hankel
functions of Nkr, respectively.
In analogy to the treatment of [23], let the amplitudes
Nn, Dn, Pn, and Qn for the TE polarization be defined as
Nn = Fnkanka − Fnkanka, B7a
Dn = Fnkanka − Fnkanka, B7b
Pn =Unkanka −Unkanka, B7c
Qn =Unkanka −Unkanka. B7d
The corresponding amplitudes for the TM polarization are
obtained by replacing Fnka and Unka with
N2aGnka and N2aVnka, and by replacing Fnka
and Unka with Gnka and Vnka, where N
2a is
evaluated inside the sphere as r→a. The Wronskian of
Xn
1 and Xn
2 and of Zn
1 and Zn
2 is defined as
Wn
TEka = iXn
1kaXn
2ka − Xn
1kaXn
2ka/2,
B8a
Wn
TMka = iZn
1kaZn
2ka − Zn
1kaZn
2ka/2.
B8b
These Wronskians are found to satisfy
Wn
TE =NnQn −DnPn, B9a
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N2aWn
TM =NnQn −DnPn. B9b
Consider the interior of the radially inhomogeneous
sphere to be medium 1 and the exterior to be medium 2.
The partial wave transmission and reflection coefficients
at the surface of the radially inhomogeneous sphere for
both polarizations are derived as follows. When a radially
incoming partial wave in medium 2 with the radial func-
tion n
2kr is incident on the surface of the radially in-
homogeneous sphere, a portion Tn
21 is transmitted at the
surface of the sphere with the radial function Xn
2kr or
Zn
2kr, and a portion Rn
22 is reflected from the surface
back into medium 2 with the radial function n
1kr.
Matching the boundary conditions of the various compo-
nents of E and B at the surface of the sphere gives
Tn
21 = − 2i/Xn
2kan
1ka − Xn
2kan
1ka,
B10a
Rn
22 = − Xn
2kan
2ka − Xn
2kan
2ka/
Xn
2kan
1ka − Xn
2kan
1ka B10b
for the TE polarization and
Tn
21 = − 2iN2a/Zn
2kan
1ka −N2a
	Zn
2kan
1ka, B11a
Rn
22 = − Zn
2kan
2ka −N2aZn
2kan
2ka/
Zn
2kan
1ka −N2aZn
2kan
1ka
B11b
for the TM polarization. For both polarizations, the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients are of the form
Tn
21 = − 2i/Nn +Qn + iDn − Pn, B12a
Rn
22 = −Nn +Qn + iDn + Pn/Nn +Qn
+ iDn − Pn, B12b
 = 1 for TE,
=N2a for TM. B12c
Similarly, when a radially outgoing partial wave in me-
dium 1 with the radial function Xn
1kr or Zn
1kr is in-
cident on the surface of the radially inhomogeneous
sphere, a portion Tn
12 is transmitted at the surface to the
outside with the radial function n
1kr, and a portion
Rn
11 is reflected from the surface back inside with the ra-
dial function Xn
2kr or Zn
2kr. Boundary condition
matching at the surface of the sphere gives
Tn
12 = − 2iWn
TE/Xn
2kan
1ka − Xn
2kan
1ka,
B13a
Rn
11 = − Xn
1kan
1ka − Xn
1kan
1ka/
Xn
2kan
1ka − Xn
2kan
1ka B13b
for the TE polarization and
Tn
12 = − 2iWn
TM/Zn
2kan
1ka −N2a
	Zn
2kan
1ka, B14a
Rn
11 = − Zn
1kan
1ka −N2aZn
1kan
1ka/
Zn
2kan
1ka −N2aZn
2kan
1ka
B14b
for the TM polarization. For both polarizations, the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients are of the form
Tn
12 = − 2iWn/Nn +Qn + iDn − Pn, B15a
Rn
11 = −Nn +Qn − iDn + Pn/Nn +Qn
+ iDn − Pn. B15b
The partial wave scattering amplitudes can then be
shown, after a reasonable amount of algebra, to be of the
form
anbn =Nn/Nn + iDn
= 121 −Rn22 − Tn21Tn12/1 −Rn11
= 121 −Rn22 −p=1

Tn
21Rn
11p−1Tn
12 .
B16
This is the Debye series expansion for a radially inhomo-
geneous sphere. The first term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (B16) represents diffraction of the plane wave and is
independent of the composition of the sphere. Thus, this
term is identical for both a homogeneous sphere and a
modified Luneburg lens. The second term is external re-
flection from the surface of the radially inhomogeneous
sphere. Whenever a wave reflects from a surface, the re-
flection amplitude depends on the details of the material
the wave is reflecting from, even though the reflected
wave never enters the material. This dependence is de-
scribed by the interior functions Xn
2 and Zn
2 evaluated
at the surface of the sphere in Eqs. (B10b) and (B11b).
The last term in Eq. (B16) represents transmission
through the sphere following p−1 internal reflections at
the surface. For example, the term Tn
21Tn
12 corresponds
to a partial wave crossing the sphere surface, making an
infinite series of transmissions and reflections inside, and
when encountering the sphere surface for the second
time, is transmitted out. Similarly, the term Tn
21Rn
11Tn
12
in Eq. (B16) corresponds to a partial wave crossing the
sphere surface, making an infinite series of reflections
and transmissions inside the sphere, eventually return-
ing to the surface where it is reflected back inside, mak-
ing another infinite series of transmissions and reflec-
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tions, arriving at the surface again and being transmitted
out. A similar calculation of the partial wave interior am-
plitudes gives the Debye series decomposition
 cndn = − i/Nn + iDn = Tn21/1 −Rn11
=
p=1

Tn
21Rn
11p−1. B17
The meaning of the terms in Eq. (B16) is clarified by
considering the situation of a multilayer sphere, as in
[23–25], which approximates a radially inhomogeneous
sphere. The infinite series of transmissions and reflec-
tions inside the multilayer sphere was decomposed in
these references into a sequence of single-scattering
transmission and reflection amplitudes evaluated at each
interface. Each of these were expressed in terms of the
Riccati–Hankel functions nNjkaj,j+1 and nNj+1kaj,j+1
for the constant refractive indices Nj and Nj+1 to either
side of the j, j+1 interface at the radius aj,j+1. In Eq. (B16)
the summation of this infinite series is implicit in the ap-
proximation of the smoothly joined Riccati–Hankel func-
tions inside each layer of the multilayer sphere to the ra-
dially inhomogeneous sphere functions Xn and Zn.
In general, one may ask what it is that makes the De-
bye series decomposition of the partial wave scattering
and interior amplitudes special, since there are an infi-
nite number of ways to decompose an and bn for a homo-
geneous sphere into the sum of either a finite or an infi-
nite number of parts. Whether a decomposition is useful
or not is determined by whether the individual parts ei-
ther have an intuitive physical interpretation or simplify
the numerical computation of the full amplitudes. The
Debye series is meaningful because of the straightforward
physical interpretibility of each of the individual terms.
The situation is more complicated for the partial wave
scattering amplitudes of a multilayer sphere, since many
different Debye series decompositions are possible. The
Debye series of [23] is not especially closely connected
with the Debye series of Eqs. (B10)–(B16) for a radially
inhomogeneous sphere. But an alternate Debye series for
a multilayer sphere can be constructed that is closer in
spirit to Eq. (B16).
Before this alternate Debye series is derived in this ap-
pendix, part of the notation and results of [23] must be
briefly recounted as follows. The partial wave numbers
and polarization states are suppressed, and one assumes
a sphere is composed of M concentric layers with a con-
stant refractive index in each layer. The innermost layer
is region 1, the outermost layer is region M, and the ex-
ternal medium is region M+1. In [23] multiple-scattering
amplitudes TM+1,1 T1,M+1, RM+1,,M+1 and R1,,1 were de-
fined. For example RM+1,,M+1 corresponds to a partial
wave crossing the M, M+1 interface (i.e., the sphere sur-
face), making an infinite series of transmissions and re-
flections inside the sphere (denoted by ) without ever be-
ing transmitted into region 1, crossing back out through
the M, M+1 interface, and propagating out to infinity.
This can be taken to be the multiple-scattering generali-
zation of external reflection where a partial wave pen-
etrates a certain depth into the sphere before turning
around and being reflected out. While inside the
multilayer sphere, the partial wave can internally reflect
from either the sphere surface or the 1,2 interface any
number of times before finally being transmitted out
through the sphere surface. In [23], the partial wave scat-
tering amplitudes of the M layer sphere were written in
terms of these multiple-scattering transmission and re-
flection amplitudes as the Debye series
a12. . .M+1b12. . .M+1 = 12 1 −RM+1,,M+1 − TM+1,1 T1,M+1/1 −R1,,1.
B18
A prescription was also sketched there and is described in
more detail in the next paragraph for relating the
multiple-scattering transmission and reflection ampli-
tudes to a series of single-scattering transmission and re-
flection amplitudes at the j, j+1 interface, which we de-
note here by tj+1,j, tj,j+1, rj+1,j,j+1, and rj,j+1,j.
The alternate Debye series decomposition of the scat-
tering amplitudes for a multilayer sphere derived in this
appendix considers the M, M+1 interface as special and
explicitly describes every interaction of a partial wave
with the sphere surface. As a first step in this alternate
decomposition, the prescription for relating multiple-
scattering transmission and reflection amplitudes to
individual-interface transmission and reflection ampli-
tudes sketched in [23] is more explicitly given as follows.
In the spirit of the progressive iteration scheme [26], the
M layer sphere multiple-scattering transmission and re-
flection amplitudes can be written in terms of the M−1
layer sphere multiple-scattering transmission and reflec-
tion amplitudes and the M, M+1 interface single-
scattering amplitudes. After a reasonable amount of alge-
bra, the result is
TM+1,1 = tM+1,MTM,1/1 −RM,,M rM,M+1,M, B19a
T1,M+1 = T1,MtM,M+1/1 −RM,,MrM,M+1,M, B19b
RM+1,,M+1 = rM+1,M,M+1 + tM+1,MRM,,MtM,M+1/
1 −RM,,M rM,M+1,M, B19c
R1,,1 =R1,,1 + T1,MrM,M+1,MTM,1/
1 −RM,,MrM,M+1,M, B19d
where  indicates multiple scattering within the entireM
layer sphere and  indicates multiple scattering within
the first M−1 layers of the sphere. In this way individual
layers of the multilayer sphere can be peeled away one by
one, allowing the multiple-scattering amplitudes to be
written as a sequence of individual interactions at all the
interfaces.
The alternate Debye series for the multilayer sphere
can now be obtained as follows. Let
IM =RM,,M + TM,1T1,M/1 −R1,,1 B20
be the interaction of the partial wave with the first M−1
layers of the sphere so that the Debye series for the M
−1 layer sphere is
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a12. . .Mb12. . .M = 121 − IM B21
in analogy with Eq. (B18) for the M layer sphere. Then
substituting Eqs. (B19) and (B20) into Eq. (B18) gives, af-
ter much algebra,
a12. . .M+1b12. . .M+1 = 121 − rM+1,M,M+1 − tM+1,M IM tM,M+1/
1 − IM rM,M+1,M. B22
In Eq. (B22) each interaction of the partial wave with the
M, M+1 interface (i.e., the sphere surface) is counted in-
dividually, and the interactions with all the interior inter-
faces are lumped together into the multiple-scattering
amplitude IM. This is the generalization of Eqs. (37) and
(38) of [27] for the Debye series decomposition for a coated
sphere. It is also closer in spirit to the radially inhomoge-
neous sphere Debye series of Eq. (B16) than is the origi-
nal multilayer sphere Debye series of Eq. (B18), since the
functions appearing in the reflection and transmission
amplitudes of Eqs. (B10), (B11), (B13), and (B14) are
evaluated only at the sphere surface.
For a modified Luneburg lens, where Na=1 inside the
sphere as r→a, one can expect that rM+1,M,M+1=rM,M+1,M
=0, since there is no refractive index step at the sphere
surface. Thus
a12. . .M+1b12. . .M+1 = 121 − tM+1,M IM tM,M+1, B23
and the only contribution to nondiffractive scattering for
the Luneburg lens is transmission in and out through the
surface, accompanied by multiple scattering at all points
inside.
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